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Objective

Looking to obtain a position were to use my knowledge, skills; experience to create a brighter 
future as a Accounting Clerk. Enthusiastic, reliable, hard worker, and enjoy learning new things 
that can be useful for the development of career.

Skills

Inventory Control, Data Entry, Accounting.

Work Experience

Cost Accounting Clerk
ABC Corporation  March 1988 – February 2001 
 Prepared costing for new products.
 Routed for operations &amp; standards.
 Entered cost variance when a BOM or routings or their standard/per how to change.
 Compared standard to actual costs.
 Worked closely with the Accounting Manager.
 Entered data for inventory &amp; checked for discrepancies.
 Worked closely with plant employees to improve areas where needed.

Cost Accounting Clerk
Delta Corporation  1987 – 1988 
 Was assistant to the manager Accomplishments several awards for projects working with 

manager Skills Used accounting an computer.
 On a daily basis, imputed manufacturing information into our computer system worked with 

the other accountants on different daily functions handled.
 Maintained perpetual inventory records for all toll manufacturers including raw material 

purchases and manufacture of finished products monitored.
 Tracked major components from accounting software FleetWave (Chevin), QuickBooks, and 

SAP logged into Microsoft Excel with a high dollar value, for.
 Processing of accounts payable Contact vendors and customers to solve discrepancies Verify 

accounts payable totals Print and sign accounts.
 Daily processing of accounts payable invoices.
 Maintained inventory parts list and updated unit cost Calculated actual month-end inventory.

Education

Bachelor's in Accountig - 1999(Penn State - Hazleton, PA)
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